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Zombie killer shell ejecting shotgun

Switch to mainstream content Get free shipping with Amazon Prime Prime members to enjoy FREE shipping and exclusive access to music, movies, TV shows, original audio series, and Kindle books. APS CAM870 shotguns were already perhaps the most real and innovative shotguns on the market, but APS went and made them even better by releasing the CAM870 MKII. Mark 2, or MKII, has simplified
the awesome shell ejecting design, making it a bit cheaper and waaay easier to use. But just as real and fun! Previously you had to use a very fiddly device to hold shells like a vice to charge them with CO2, but it's all gone. MKII is directly screwed onto the MK2 using the supplied nozzle and an 88 g CO2 cylinder (available separately). Together they act in the same way as a bottle of Pro Gas, filling up a
regular GBB mag. MKII shells are holes that allow CO2 to travel through, blasting out your prepared selected ammo, cotton wool and sealing paper, just like the real thing. Shells are cheaper than before. So it's more affordable, easier to use, but as realistic and as epic as before, win the win! Zero One is the official UK distributor of the APS MKII System – CO2 is charged directly to the receiver and shells
are easier to load. Metal Body Fires 4x 8mm BB or 11x 6mm BB Holds 5+1 Shells Any technical or performance indicators listed are based on the spot test we conducted at a certain point. They may change WILDLY because of random changes made by the manufacturer from batch to batch, gas pressure, ambient temperature, battery charge and so on. Therefore, some figures should only be considered
as a very loose manual or indication based solely on our on-the-spot checks. The listed images and product content are again based on a site check that we did at a certain time and may vary due to manufacturer changes, omissions, or inc. If you need something special, such as FPS, you need to specify it during ordering and, if necessary, use the adjustment option. The listed images and/or product
content are based on a site check that we performed at a specific time and may vary due to manufacturer without warning due to changes, omissions, or inc. Keywords related to this productAirsoftBb GunSoftairPelletPump-actionShell EjectingMk2APSCO2CAM870MKIIShotgunZombieHunter Model 870 is a US-made pump-action shotgun that is widely used by the company for sports shooting, hunting and
self-defense. It is also used by law enforcement and military organisations around the world. Also, the Model 870 has hundreds of variations in various gauges or custom-made variants such as saw-off models. The APS CAM870SF Shotgun is a CO2 powered shotgun that CO2 store in a shotgun cartridge. Each cartridge can load 12 rounds of 6mm BB and load 4 cartridges into the log tube plus 1 chamber,
just like the real 870 did. The user can also enjoy the fun of handling, pumping and shooting as a real metal construction (barrel, magazine tube, main frame, bolt) with polymer hanging guard and pistol grip. Comes with a short barrel with a short magazine tube that has 4+ 1 rounds of loading capacity.Comes with a fixed front sight target. Realistic reloading action like real steel. Comes with a 2 round
shotgun cartridge and CO2 loader (put 2 CO2 Cartridge power) into charging CO2 into the cartridge. Each shotgun cartridge can load 12 rounds of 6mm BB. The total capacity is 4 + 1 layer (1 cartridge in the chamber, 4 log tube). Specifications: Length: 580mmBarrel size: 18mmShooting Mode: Safety, Semi-AutoSystem: CO2 powered (CO2 charged in cartridge) &amp; Pump operationMarazine capacity: 4
+ 1 Cartridge (12 BB per 1 cartridge) Material: Metal &amp; PolymerBullet type: 6mm BBManuurfacter: APS APS
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